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TEACH turns 2 in 2018!
BY HEENA SINGH KOSHYARI

SNEAK PEEK

Beginning this journey in a single classroom provided on a

, we had taken our first baby step into the
World of Silence. The first day made it clear that an enormous
task lay ahead which not just included dreams but hopes,
expectations, convictions, vulnerabilities of the students, their
parents and the society at large. TEACH is still just one of the
few organizations catering to higher education.
With just 19 students to start with, we now have 73 students
in two years, whose future is our responsibility. Aligning the
hearing impaired students to mainstream education isn't a
short term task but a process in itself. We aim to create a ripple
effect and so we need to better ourselves each time.
As a new organization with dual responsibilities, we have to
verbal approval

02
Upcoming Academia Goals & Challenges
03
Organization Building

grow as an organization and also as an Institute working to

. Catering to
, we are building a model education
system that will be beneficial to the students. Better exposure
provide higher education for the hearing impaired

the education sector

and equal educational opportunities will help them sustain in

. As an organization we need to create an ideal

the long run

place of work wherein everyone is dedicated to make life better

.

for all involved in this journey of Higher Education

04
Member's Corner

Academics - The way ahead
for 2018
Our road to Higher Education is not an easy ride

.

,

adversity!"

&

-

we are creating an in house model for both

the subjects through our English Language Program

Math Preparatory Program

[

MPP

].

[

ELP

]&

Both these programs

cover the topics taught in school which will help them with

their mainstream Higher Education syllabus

.
,

efforts

-

are taken to upgrade the in house content with the lessons

.

Our students are taught the regular Maharashtra

. . . & . . .

board syllabus in F Y J C

S Y J C prior to which we have a

Preparatory Year for the students to pass

.

Here

A special project to cover English Grammar

extensively is in progress which will not only

cater to Preparatory Year but prevail in each of

the classes of Higher Education

.

'

There s a high

need to have English grammar covered in each

class as our students will progress from Level

With the new academic year around the corner

learnt

is an ornament in

prosperity and a refuge in

With

maximum students not having great exposure to English

Math in school

"Education

,

we try to fill

. .

S S C English to Level

1 . .

H S C English

.

2

With this

specially designed English grammar course we

intend to cover majority of the topics that will

'

benefit the students to have a strong

English

'

capability

Written

.

in gaps left out in schools that will be helpful in their Junior

college syllabus

.

The Math Preparatory Program
to work on the reasoning

&

[

]

MPP

is designed

logical thinking ability of

the students to prepare for Accounts in Higher

.

Secondary

MPP covers topics which are taught in

.

regular Secondary School

:

ELP Impact

17
79/100

TEACH received

100%
.

Board exam English paper

.

. . 2016-

results in the S S C

With one of our student scoring

in the subject

The students will commence their IT theory

. .

.

practicals to prepare for their H S C boards

&
Our

teachers are preparing customized notes for all the
subjects in FYJC

&

SYJC in simple English for the

students to understand the same without any

.

challenges

,

Along with theory subjects

'

there s a major

.

focus on their overall self development
for role modelling session

&

We arrange

regular interaction

with differently abled individuals who have fought

.

against all odds to lead an independent life

These

sessions help to highlight the importance of
Education and induce the belief of

'

- "

Can Do

.

possibilities amongst the students

ORGANIZATION BUILDING
-

TEACH is a social start up that is run by millennial and caters

.

to a niche segment

Striving for change in the approach of the

;

society towards hearing impaired is a herculean task in itself

.

The Education sector is dynamic and one

juggling their respective day job adds to this responsibility

Being a young team with the exposure of corporate culture sets
the tone

&

platform to establish a professional atmosphere in

.

the organization

-

Sustained business success requires a high

.

.

needs to cope with the ever changing nature

TEACH is upgrading by being technology friendly
and automating our operations to reduce manual
activities by associating with entities that

performance organization

.

volunteer to help NGOs build their organization

,

For most

the challenge in building such an organization is in

.

determining where to start

:

For TEACH the starting point

depends on three factors

,

To raise the odds of success

the team must identify and

Organizations are much more likely to perform

focus on the specific organizational outcomes they would like

.

to achieve

.

well when their people work effectively as a team
This is because good teamwork creates synergy

–

where the combined effect of the team is greater
With our objective of reaching out to maximum number of
hearing impaired in India and aligning them to mainstream

,

education

,

the focus needs to be on quality content

capital

.

than the sum of individual efforts

'

enhancing organizations

Along with

,

performance

!

good

teamwork benefits individuals too

building to provide better facilities to our existing student

.

base and reaching out to larger audience

Good teamwork is even more important in the

,

To scale up our operations we need continuous support

,

financial assistance

,

opportunities

research and ground work

along with determination to have a lasting impact on the

.

beneficiaries

,

From an organizational stand point

.

non profit sector

Voluntary organizations and

,

charities face complex challenges

particularly

vulnerable to resource scarcity but a better team

> attract employees and volunteers who often
have strong and passionate views

the next couple of

years in TEACH need to be heavily invested in forming the

> have a culture of participation and democratic
form of decision making

core team working towards building organizational
principles
meet the

&

commitments that will create an environment to

.

objectives

"The achievements of an
organization are the results of the
combined effort of every individual!"

> apply a mix of skills that go beyond the scope of
any one individual

> give people a sense of belonging
TEACH has to not only grow by having maximum
impact but has to also grow as an organization to

.

sustain through the testing times in the long run

MEMBER's CHAMBER

,

Dear Readers

Let me take this opportunity to thank each one of you for the
never ending support

&
&

encouragement in the past

Your continuous belief

’

2

Given the regulatory norms to be followed by

.

,

years

charitable trusts

the team s courage to step up and

the continuous financial support

from individual donors in the form of monthly

,

strive in bringing a change in the approach of society towards

contribution

the hearing impaired has made it possible for TEACH to have

essential for us to function

an impact

&

provide direction to

Come July

2018,

73

.

students

and we will began our

!

3
. .

.

!

;

.

all the more required

and

Thus

With a maximum of our

;

we

understand that it is difficult to stretch after a

.

certain limit
This year will be a major jump

This year we will be reaching out to

you to tap your circle of contact to raise funds

-

.

through crowd funding

;

with most of you
switch from second language English to first language

.

Our team will get in touch

however if you feel that you

could individually raise a campaign for us

English

amongst your friends

The journey of aligning the students to mainstream

,

an overnight one

’

.

.

2020.

With a strong determination to scale and reach

,

500

out to students in other cities and towns

These would not just be with us through

.
;

.

villages

-

Foundations to apply for eligible

grants

By complying to all necessary regulatory

norms

it is only time that TEACH will be on

There are a few plans in store to reach out to schools in

&

&

CSR Wings

too

-

TEACH

is meticulously approaching Corporates and their

our in house batches but we will work with schools for deaf

other cities

please do let us

assistance needed

This year we have taken the

challenge upon ourselves to scale up and reach out to

-

,

contacts

but a long battle to fight against the

stereotypes of the society

students by

&

know and we will provide you with all the

education and providing them with equal opportunity isn t

&

.

donors being from the working class segment

opportunity to appear for their twelfth standard but also a

English

We still await to

I see my team working hard

for the students not only in terms of being provided with an

.

-

one time donor is

your increased support in this decisive juncture is

rd Academic Year

to provide the best quality education to our students to
prepare for their Agnipariksha

.

&

receive financial support from organizations

Our very first batch will prepare for their H S C boards
their results will be OUR results

sponsor a child

-

boarded with organizations to receive the much

The in house content developed for

-

.

needed funds for expansion and incorporate

Math will be playing a major role in this Co opetition

,

As we progress with the same

.

better facilities for the students to excel in in their
we will keep you updated in our

.

academics

next volume

Let me conclude by saying that we look forward
for your continued support in this cause of
educating the hearing impaired and providing

.

them with the opportunity that they deserve

,

you have any thoughts to share

.

@

at aman sharma

If

please email me

. . ’

teachedu in

I ll pass them to

the Board so that we continue to make TEACH the

.

initiator of Higher Education in India

I look

forward to making a difference together in the

.

near future

Sincerely,
Aman Sharma

-

Co founder
UnLtd India Fellow

:

MEDIA COVERAGE

TheBetterIndia

MumbaiMirror The Hindu

Newz Hook

CLICK ON LINK

SUPPORT US NOW

www.teachedu.in
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